
 

 
Search the Internet and Help 
the Blue Stars Raise Money 

  
This is perhaps one of the easiest ways you can support the Blue Stars - simply 
searching the Internet. The Blue Stars are a participating non-profit with 
GoodSearch, which is powered by Yahoo. Use GoodSearch like any other 
internet search engine. Each and every time you conduct a search on the 
Internet, you can earn money for the corps. Simply go to GoodSearch 
(www.goodsearch.com) choose Blue Stars as your cause, then every time you 
search from GoodSearch or use the GoodSearch toolbar, your searches will 
make money for the Blue Stars. 
 
This is perhaps one of the easiest ways you can support the Blue Stars - simply 
searching the Internet. Each and every time you conduct a search on the 
Internet, you can earn money for the corps. The Blue Stars are a participating 
non-profit with GoodSearch, which is powered by Yahoo. Use GoodSearch like 
any other internet search engine. Each time you conduct a search and click 
through on a search result, money is generated for the corps. 
 
Here's how it works: 
 
1. Just go to GoodSearch, powered by Yahoo (www.goodsearch.com). 
 
2. If you don't see "Blue Stars" in the "you're supporting" box, click the "Choose a 
Cause" button. Then, type "Blue Stars" and hit enter. 
 
3. Search the Internet just like you would with any search engine. GoodSearch 
shares its advertising revenue with charities and schools, and every time you 
search the web, you'll be earning money for the Blue Stars. 
 
So, please add this site to your favorites or better yet make it your home page. 
You can even download a toolbar that will be added to your web browser. The 
more people that use the site, the more money we'll earn, so please spread the 
word! 
 
	  


